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ANIMAL NEWS

Here is an animal news story. Read the story, from page 19 of the newspaper, and then try the puzzle.  
To help you, we have underlined the answers to the crossword puzzle clues in the story – but you  
will need to match the correct word with each clue!

ACROSS
3) All the people or animals in a certain place (noun 10)
4) The protection and preservation of the natural world (noun 12)
5) A group of similar animals that can reproduce together (noun 7)
6) A document detailing the health of the world’s biodiversity (noun 3,4)
7) The most recent version of something with the newest  
facts and figures (noun 6)

DOWN
1) Groups of people or animals living together  
(plural noun 11)
2) Threatened and at risk (adjective 10)
3) People who illegally hunt animals  
(plural noun 8)
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THE UPDATE to the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) Red List shows 
good news for the African black rhino. There has 
been a small rise in its population.

This species of rhino is still critically endangered       
and much more needs to be done to help protect       
the creature. However, the conservation efforts seem    
to be working.

When the animals were counted eight years ago,    
there were 4,845. When the count was redone two 
years ago, the number of African black rhinos had    
risen to 5630.

Lots has been done to look after the animals. They 
have been guarded, monitored and even moved to 
new locations in order to keep them safe and boost 
the population.

Conservation groups from around the world have been 
working together with local communities in Africa to 
help protect this amazing species.

The head of the IUCN said: “It is a powerful reminder 
that conservation works.”

All species of rhino are under threat, mostly 
from poachers.
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Here is an animal news story. Read the story, from page 19 of the newspaper, and then try the puzzle.  
The answers to the clues are all words in the stories. Answer the clue and then underline the word.
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